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Abstract- In this paper modern systematic literature analysis of AC and DC microgrids (MG) in combination 

with renewable energy sources (RESs) as distributed generations units (DG), loads and battery bank to store 

electricity. A review on the different DG units arrangements consisting distribution networks of the low voltage 

AC and DC using numerous applications of microgrid systems in the perspective of current and the future 

customer apparatus energy market is broadly deliberated. Based on the techno-economic and ecological 

advantages of the renewable energy-based DG units, a detailed comparison of AC and DC microgrid systems is 

done. This paper also explores the possibility, controlling and energy management schemes of the both microgrid 

systems depending upon the most recent research findings. Eventually, the protection and the power management 

techniques in microgrid systems are discussed and delivered in detail. Out of this literature analysis, it could be 

evidenced that both type of microgrid systems consisting multiconverter gadgets are inherently conceivable for 

the upcoming energy systems to attain the consistency, better power supply and efficiency. 

Keywords: AC microgrid, DC microgrid, Renewable energy sources (RESs), Distributed generation units (DGs). 

Nomenclature 

MG  Micro-grid MPPT Maximum power point tracking 

PV Photovoltaic SEMS Smart energy management system 

ESS Energy storage system MGCC Microgrid control and coordination 

DG Distributed generation unit DSM Demand side management 

MG Micro-grid DER Distributed energy resources 

HVDC High voltage direct current  PED Power electronics devices 

HVAC High voltage alternating current CHP Combined heat and power 

1. INTRODUCTION 

From a historical standpoint, AC power networks have long been the preferred choice for commercial energy 

systems, powering everything from household lighting to industrial machinery since the late 1800s. Their ability 

to efficiently transmit power over vast distances, coupled with the adaptability to convert AC voltage for diverse 

applications, solidified AC networks as the industry standard. Over a century later, AC loads continue to dominate 

the market, showcasing the enduring legacy of this technology[1]. However, challenges loom in meeting the 

world's escalating energy needs. Limited funding and high energy costs hinder the construction of new power 

plants and transmission infrastructure. Additionally, mounting concerns such as global warming, aging power 

infrastructure, and the finite nature of energy resources underscore the urgent need to modernize the current energy 

landscape. The surge in energy consumption standards and the proliferation of DC loads, driven by advancements 

in electronics, further highlight the necessity for this transformation. In response, energy engineers and researchers 

have embarked on a journey to overhaul conventional power systems[2]. Leveraging modern solutions such as 

renewable energy-based distributed generation units, energy storage systems, and advanced control strategies 

rooted in information technology, they aim to usher in a new era of energy efficiency and sustainability. However, 

the realization of these sophisticated systems requires further research and development. In conclusion, the 

imperative to modernize the energy system is clear. Through ongoing innovation and collaboration, we can pave 

the way for a more resilient and environmentally conscious energy future[3]. 

Existing microgrid systems leverage established AC power system standards, including frequency, voltage levels, 

and protection principles, to ensure smooth operation. Conversely, the adoption of electronic devices, notably the 

mercury vapor rectifier in 1893, pioneered grid control, paving the way for high voltage direct current (HVDC) 

transmission in 1928. This innovation revolutionized power transmission with its remarkable capability for DC 

power inversion and correction. Despite initially limited applications, such as shipboards, tractions, and 

telecommunications, advancements in power electronics have spurred a resurgence of interest in DC power 

systems[4], [5]. Today, they find utility in various sectors, including manufacturing, automotive, aerospace, and 

electronics industries. DC distribution systems, or DC microgrid systems, have become integral for power 

distribution in these domains. Notably, DC power supplies play critical roles in cutting-edge technologies like the 

International Space Station, modern aircraft, and electronics loads such as computers and servers in data centres. 

Moreover, the liberalized electricity market has fostered an environment conducive to high penetration of DC 
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systems[6].  

This market evolution underscores the growing demand for reliable, efficient, and diversified energy sources. 

Currently, a significant portion of renewable energy units generate either DC or variable frequency/voltage AC 

output power. Power electronics devices (PEDs) have become indispensable for realizing Microgrids (MGs). 

Distributed Generation (DG) units, such as fuel cells and micro-turbines, offer the advantage of combined heat 

and power (CHP) generation, enhancing overall efficiency by serving various types of loads, including both AC 

and DC[7]. To optimize energy generation, DG devices like wind turbines and PV arrays often employ maximum 

power point tracking (MPPT). Similarly, Energy Storage Systems (ESSs) paired with wind or PV-based DG units 

can regulate output power to match load demand and support dispatched power generation. This approach enables 

MGs to maximize the utilization of renewable energy resources while improving overall thermal and electrical 

efficiency. Effective placement of various DG units, considering geographical factors and available load types, is 

crucial for optimizing MG performance. Under such operational scenarios, microgrid systems require wide-range 

control systems capable of managing diverse tasks efficiently[8].  

This study offers comprehensive literature reviews on mixed loads (combining AC and DC), energy storage 

systems (ESSs), and microgrid setups driven by renewable energy sources. It delves into the realms of mixed load 

integration, ESS advancements, and the dynamics of renewable energy-based microgrid systems. The impetus 

behind this research stems from the surging interest in renewable energy, the evolution of energy storage 

technologies, and the shifting consumer inclination towards DC-powered equipment over traditional AC 

systems[9]. Consequently, a detailed survey scrutinizing microgrid configurations, encompassing various 

Distributed Generation (DG) setups across low voltage AC (LVAC) and DC (LVDC) networks, is conducted to 

explore their current and potential applications within both energy and consumer equipment markets. 

Furthermore, an in-depth comparative analysis of AC and DC microgrids is provided, emphasizing their 

economic, technological, and ecological benefits. This comparison extends to evaluating their viability, control 

mechanisms, and security protocols. Through these endeavours, the study aims to provide invaluable insights into 

the synergies between mixed loads, energy storage solutions, and renewable energy-based microgrid systems, 

thus informing stakeholders about emerging trends and future trajectories in sustainable energy deployment[10]. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Feasibility of AC microgrid and DC microgrid have been discussed 

in the second section. In the third section, various types of Distributed generation units based on renewable energy 

resources have been discussed. The various parameters such as system types, cost of energy, type of software used 

have been deliberated. and the conclusion is summarized in section 4.   

2. AC AND DC MICROGRID SYSTEMS 

This section examines the feasibility analysis of AC and DC microgrid systems based on their power management 

and control schemes. The primary system may operate as either a DC or AC bulk system, with connections 

between Distributed Generation (DG) units and Energy Storage Systems (ESSs) across the distribution network. 

An "AC microgrid" constitutes a compact, standalone AC power system comprising load circuits and DG units. 

Typically, these networks are interconnected at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC), with loads primarily 

sourced locally from Renewable Energy Source (RES)-based DG units and supplemented by utility power as 

needed. Excess power can be exported to the main system if the load demand is lower than what the DG units 

produce[11]. Additionally, this section presents several examples of AC microgrid systems deployed 

internationally or utilized as testing prototypes. Most often, AC microgrid systems adhere to traditional 

distribution system voltage and frequency standards, ensuring compatibility and seamless integration as depicted 

in Fig. 2.1. 

 
Fig. 2.1 AC Microgrid system with DG Units 

Numerous countries have conducted research and implemented renewable energy-based DC microgrid systems, 

with their operational viability scrutinized by various investigators. Solanki et al. proposed a Smart Energy 
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Management System (SEMS) aimed at maximizing the microgrid's economic performance. This SEMS comprises 

modules for Energy Storage System (ESS) administration, optimization, and forecasting[12]. Analyzing the PV 

output under diverse weather conditions, a module for one-day-ahead power forecasting is introduced. 

Considering the complexities of energy price structures and optimizing energy storage across multiple time steps, 

the economics aspect is challenging. Hence, the ESS module identifies optimal operating strategies, while the 

SEMS integrates smart ESS management, economical load dispatch, and DGU unit operation optimization[13]. 

Regardless of whether the microgrid is DC- or AC-coupled, various currents are present in different proportions. 

The method of connecting each component differs, with a DC/DC voltage conversion being more efficient than a 

single AC to DC conversion. For instance, in a solar and battery microgrid, surplus solar energy is stored in 

batteries for later use when solar power is unavailable, such as at night or during overcast weather. In a DC-

coupled system, only one inversion of AC to DC is required, whereas an AC-coupled system necessitates three 

inversions. In AC-coupled microgrids, a central controller connected to each unit is typically employed to balance 

generating sources and loads. However, this process, despite quick communication and a fast central controller, 

can be hindered by the speed at which electrical energy travels, posing challenges for timely response to load 

variations. This can lead to issues like circuit breaker trips and equipment damage, potentially causing 

downtime[14]. 

On the other hand, in DC-coupled systems, all components are connected to a single DC bus, enabling the creation 

of a more sophisticated control system independent of communication methods. Each device directly monitors 

the voltage on the system, allowing for swift response without the need for extensive communication. This 

common DC bus facilitates easy reconfiguration of microgrids without requiring significant modifications[15]. 

Components can be added or modified without hassle, with each device responsible for maintaining the DC bus 

voltage. Control adjustments for expansion or reconfiguration are simple with the Auto Sync DC bus, as only 

setpoint adjustments are needed. Conversely, coordinating various device combinations in an AC-coupled system 

is more complex due to independent regulation of each component[16]. 

DC microgrid system is a confined electricity distribution network that utilizes direct current instead of alternating 

current. It is typically comprising power sources, energy storage devices, loads and control systems tailored to 

supply power to small geographical area. DC microgrids have garnered attention due to their potential to enhance 

efficiency[17]. 

Table-2.1 Comparison analysis of AC and DC Microgrid Systems in Grid Connected and islanding 

Mode[1] 

Mode AC Microgrids DC Microgrids 

Grid Connected The monitoring system diagnoses issues by 

gathering data from the low voltage AC 

(LVAC) network, Distributed Generation 

(DG) units, and both AC and DC load. 

The primary role of the Microgrid Control 

and Coordination (MGCC) system is to 

autonomously manage the power flow 

and regulate the voltage profile of the 

Distributed Generation (DG) units in 

reaction to disturbances and fluctuations 

in load 

Utilizing available data, the Microgrid 

Control and Coordination (MGCC) system 

conducts state estimation and security 

assessments, while also assessing economic 

generation scheduling, and actively 

controlling both active and reactive power of 

the DG units. Additionally, it manages 

demand-side management functions. 

The Microgrid Control and Coordination 

(MGCC) system plays a role in economic 

generation scheduling, load tracking or 

management, and Demand Side 

Management (DSM) by overseeing the 

control of storage devices. 

The Microgrid Control and Coordination 

(MGCC) system ensures that each DG unit 

swiftly ramps up its generation to fulfill its 

portion of the load in standalone mode. 

Additionally, it facilitates the automatic 

transition of DG units back to grid-connected 

mode with the assistance of the MGCC. 

The Microgrid Control and Coordination 

(MGCC) system ensures that each DG 

unit promptly ramps up its generation to 

meet its allocated load in standalone mode 

and seamlessly transitions back to grid-

connected mode automatically. 

Islanding The Microgrid Control and Coordination 

(MGCC) system conducts active and reactive 

power control of the DGs to uphold stable 

voltage and frequency levels at the load 

terminals. 

Autonomously regulate the power flow 

and voltage profile at the load terminals of 

the DG units in response to disturbances 

and changes in load. 

Utilizing Demand Side Management (DSM) 

techniques with Energy Storage System 

(ESS) support to implement load 

The Microgrid Control and Coordination 

(MGCC) system ensures swift generation 

pickup by DG units to supply local loads 
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interruption/shedding strategies for 

maintaining power balance and voltage 

stability. 

in islanding mode and facilitates 

automatic reconnection to the grid. 

Directing each DG unit to promptly increase 

its generation to power its designated local 

loads in standalone mode, and seamlessly 

resynchronize with the grid with assistance 

from the MGCC. 

Guaranteeing that each DG unit swiftly 

ramps up its generation to supply its 

allocated portion of the loads in 

standalone mode, and seamlessly 

transitions back to grid-connected mode 

automatically under the guidance of the 

MGCC. 

The integration of renewable energy sources and the suitability of DC microgrids for specific applications, like 

data centers, telecommunications facilities, and remote communities, are notable. DC microgrids can incorporate 

various power sources such as solar photovoltaic (PV) panels, wind turbines, fuel cells, and batteries, as depicted 

in figure 2. These sources either generate DC power directly or can be converted into DC using power electronic 

converters. Energy storage systems (ESS) play a crucial role in DC microgrids, storing excess energy from 

renewable sources for later use or providing backup power during low generation periods[18]. While batteries are 

the most common form of energy storage in DC microgrids, other technologies like supercapacitors or flywheels 

can also be employed. Loads in a DC microgrid encompass a variety of electrical devices such as lighting, 

appliances, HVDC systems, and electronic equipment. DC loads are increasingly prevalent due to their 

compatibility with the DC distribution system. Unlike traditional AC microgrids, which rely on transformers and 

switchgears for voltage conversion and distribution, DC microgrids employ simpler distribution networks with 

fewer conversion losses[19]. 

 
Fig. 2.2 DC Microgrid system with DG units 

Power electronic converters, such as DC-DC converters and inverters, serve as vital components of DC microgrid 

systems. These devices play roles in voltage regulation, power conditioning, and seamless integration of diverse 

power sources and loads. Advanced control algorithms and supervisory systems are utilized to efficiently manage 

DC microgrid operations. These systems monitor energy generation, consumption, storage levels, and grid 

stability, optimizing power flow, prioritizing loads, and ensuring reliable operation across various conditions. DC 

microgrids can either connect to the main grid or operate autonomously in islanded mode. Even when 

disconnected from the main grid, the microgrid continues to supply power to critical loads, bolstering reliability 

and resilience. Compared to AC systems, DC microgrids typically offer higher efficiency due to reduced 

conversion losses and simpler distribution infrastructure. Moreover, they provide enhanced reliability and power 

quality, particularly in applications involving sensitive electronic equipment[20]. 

3. DISTRIBUTED GENERATION UNITS 

Distributed generation units refer to small-scale power generation systems that are located close to the point of 

electricity consumption. These units can include a variety of technologies such as solar photovoltaic panels, wind 

turbines, fuel cells, micro-turbines, and diesel generators. Distributed generation units provide electricity either 

independently or in conjunction with the main grid, offering benefits such as improved energy efficiency, reduced 

transmission losses, and enhanced grid resilience. They play a crucial role in decentralized energy systems and 

can contribute to meeting local energy needs while reducing dependence on centralized power plants. Voltage 

control is crucial for distributed energy resources (DER) inverters when they lack a main network to provide 

voltage reference. It's beneficial to apply voltage control to specific powerful DER inverters for energy 

continuity[21]. While constant amplitude and frequency reference values are typical inverter control techniques 

for primary source inverters in single master applications, drop-based voltage control techniques are widely used 

in multiple main source applications like microgrids. The density of DERs with variable output in microgrids 

necessitates different energy management mechanisms. Separate management scenarios are established for 
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network-connected situations and independent operating states where the microgrid provides voltage and 

frequency stability. Studies have shown that the energy management mechanism for an independent droop-

controlled microgrid offers an optimal solution by minimizing fuel costs and enhancing stability, energy quality, 

and system performance. A new double-layer control system has been developed for microgrids, usable in both 

island mode and grid-connected operation. The first layer utilizes renewable system estimation data, while the 

second provides real-time power flow and voltage regulation. In island mode, the primary objective is energy 

balance. A composite storage system incorporating high-energy-density batteries and ultra-power capacitors is 

used to optimize energy management and distribution. Energy/power management constraints and objectives are 

determined, and optimum solutions are introduced using particle swarm and ant colony optimization methods, 

providing faster solutions than traditional methods[22]. 

Modern loads such as LED and power electronics are widely used, and energy supplies for these products through 

the DC distribution system connected to the microgrid are discussed. A hybrid AC-DC microgrid minimizes 

transducer losses, with AC loads connected to the AC grid and DC loads to the DC grid. Excess energy from DC 

output sources like PV and solid fuel cells is efficiently distributed through high-quality and high-efficiency DC 

distribution lines as shown in figure 3. 

In rural areas without access to electrical energy, instant power sharing and distributed control of network voltage 

are implemented in DC microgrid structures to minimize energy storage losses. Scenario-based day-ahead power 

scheduling models consider the stochastic nature of DERs and unpredictable energy demand, reducing reliance 

on conventional fuel-based units in microgrids[23]. 

 
Fig. 3.1 Hybrid Grid Connected Distributed Generation System 

However, none of the aforementioned energy management studies have addressed the impact of demand response 

and the use of electric vehicles on microgrid operation. A study has been developed and presented to optimize the 

design and economic conditions of a hybrid microgrid, utilizing PV from DER, wind, diesel generator as energy 

sources, and a fixed battery. Numerous studies aim to improve system performance, efficiency, and sustainability 

by integrating demand response programs into the energy management system and by integrating large-scale 

renewable resources into the microgrid. The hybrid distributed generation system comprises various conventional 

and non-conventional generating resources to meet the demand of the community[24]. 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the meditative analysis of AC and DC microgrid systems with distributed generation units, battery 

banks as energy storage devices, loads and power converters that are presented by researchers was discussed.  

Considering the increasing demand of energy and interests growing in generating power from the non-

conventional based distributed generating units, the need for supply of quality power, reliability and efficiency 

can lastly be attained. In this paper the problems related with the non-renewable distribution system and the roles 

renewable energy resources-based distribution system has been presented. In addition to this a complete review 

of configuration of AC and DC microgrids with possible distributed generated units based on their protection 

strategies, control schemes, and power management techniques were done.  
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